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CHAPTER   I 
INTRODUCTION 
Importance  of Problem. 
That an  interest  in, and a   study  of, geography  has 
been steadily   on   the   increase during  the  past  decade   is 
nationally  recognized.     Much has  been written about  this 
revival   of  interest.     People  mho do  not like  geography do 
not know  the  subject,   and often  trace   their dislike  and 
geographic   illiteracy   to earlier contacts  with the   subject 
and   their  inability to  read   and understand maps.     The be- 
lief tbat much of  this   couid  be prevented by  proper pre- 
paratory  experiences   in nap   readiness   in   the   first  three 
grades   was   the   primary motivating factor   in   the beginning 
of this   study.     Undercurrent in most  of the  literature 
dealing with map study was   the   feeling  that  teachers   fre- 
quently  expect a   child   to read meaning  into   the  complex 
symbolism on   the   face   of a   globe or map without  preliminary 
training. 
Such  titles   as   "i»,aps Tor Victory,"   "Maps--Global 
War Teaches  Global   Cartography,"   "The Use  of Maps   in   Propa- 
ganda,"   "Maps   are Weapons"   and   "America Grows  Map-Minded,"1 
indicate   to some   degree   that people  have  become   "map conscious." 
1.  Walter W.   Ristow,   "Maps:     How   to Make  The"- and 
Read  Them;   a Bibliography   of General  and Specialized ™orks 
on Cartography," Journal   of Geography,   42:260-61,   October, 
1943. 
As   tragic as   it may seem, it  took a second world war    . 
to  awaken   the  American   public   from   its   complacency regarding 
its   position   in   the world.     Geographical   illiteracy,   more 
than   anything eise,  was   responsible   for the   deep-seated 
Isolationist smugness.       Radio  quiz programs   capitalized on 
this  shocking national   condition.     Evidences  of  it were 
found  too  in  parlor games,   in business,   in   schools, and  even 
in   congress.       Librarians   in  large  cities  wrote of numerous 
and humorous   instances  when   their  assistance was  asked   to 
clarify  geographic  locations. 
Dr.   George   T.   Renner points   out   that among seventeen 
other lessons, 
the  war has   taught us   that  few  oeopie   can read 
maps,   fewer yet  can   interpret   them,   and  only  a   very 
few can   make  them.     And yet there   are   fewer' things 
more  necessary   than map skills.4 
"It   is   a saying of tne   colonels   and   the  generals   that 
every tattle begins  on   a  map,   and   that many  are lost or won 
there . II o In   the 1944  invasion   alone   the  armed  forces used 
70,000,000 maps,   over 3,100  different kinds.     These  weighed 
3,480 tons   or  as much as eighty-three Pullman  cars.6    The 
2.   Eugene Lyons,   "The New Geography," American 
:. ercury,   54:461,   April,   1942.  
ape 
3.   Dan  Stiles,    "Why Kot Teach Geograohy?" Harper's 
Zine,   186:626-27,   way,   1943.  
4. George  T.   Renner,   """hat  the War Has  Taught Us 
About  Geography,"  Journal   of Geography,   43:3^5,   December,   1944. 
5. C.   Lester Walker,    "How   the War kans  are  Made," 
Harper's  Magazine,   189:254,   August,   1944. 
6. Ibid.,   p.   262. 
government s pent millions educating   the   fighting forces to 
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use these maps--a job   the schools had already teen  paid to do. 
If we   are   to have  a wond war every   twenty- 
odd years   and  if they  are  to  he fought  in out- 
of-the-way  regions,   then  we need  a  ready know- 
ledge  of  these   "outlandish" places.7 
Dr.   Fenner offered no   answer at   all   at   the   elementary 
level,   but,   like many geographers,   recommended  strongly new 
courses   on   the  secondary level   to fill   the need  of global 
geography  to  maintain peace.     Repeatedly,   writers,   deploring 
the  geography   illiteracy  of Americans,   have  quoted   the United 
States  Commissioner  of Education,   Dr.   John  ".   Studetaker, 
when  he   said,    "-''-.part   from the   rather backward nations,  we are 
more   illiterate  geographically   than  any nation   I  know.     The 
reason   is   that  we have never  really   taught geography."     If 
brightly  colored maps   greet   the   children of Germany   in their 
kindergarten   classes   and  follow   them  through every stage  of 
treir education,   tais   idea   night well be   transferred   to   the 
scbr,ol3   of  the united States. 
Statement  of   rrohlem 
Up until   the  last decade,   insufficient  literature 
on  the   subject was   a   contributing  factor to map and geography 
illiteracy.     In is   is   still   true on   the   primary level and yet 
it   is   the  responsibility of the  lower grades   to 
see   to   it  that  children's  original  exposure   to 
7. J-rnest C. "'.'itham, "Place Geography is Again Im- 
portant," American School Eoard Journal, 104:29, February, 
i942. 
•"aps   is   so  real   and  clearly understood  that  worv 
"'ltb  the"   afterwaros  will  he   a  pleasure.£ 
It seems   to be universally   recognized by teachers 
ard writers   in  current literature,   courses   of study,   and  text- 
books  that no  formal   training   in   geography or -ap   study   is 
presented before  the   fourth grade.     However,   the need   of 
stares,   steps,   gradations,   or  sequences   ir   ran  study   is  also 
recognized.     Promoting readiness   is   the first of   these stores, 
and rray  begin   in  the   primary   grades."     The object   of   this 
thesis   is   to   determine  what  sre  the  anticipatory   experiences 
that  way be   given  to   children   in   grades   one,   two,   and  three 
that will   lead   to  competence   with   formal  Taps. 
The   adequate   treatment of   th'is   tooic requires   satis- 
factory   snswers   to  the  following questions: 
1.   'hnt  is  expected  by way  of  competence  at   the 
3rd   of   the   third grade? 
k..  What competences   are   found  in  the first,   second, 
end  third   graders' 
3.  Vfhat   experiences,   devices,   anc    '.    jights  are 
helofui   in   securing  the   desired   competences? 
t.  "'hat  reco   rendations   can be made   in   the   light 
of   the  Study': 
8. Ixif.abeth Dudley,   "An   ^poroach to ii,ap Study," 
Journal   of  Geography,   36:354,   December,   1937. 
9. Gertrude Whipole  and  -res ton Ja-^es,   "Instructing 
Pupils   in  . ap  Reading,"    Social   Lducation,   il:205,   i ay,   1947 
Delimitation   of  the  Problem 
Maps  have been  called   "the literature of space,"10 
"the   true  shorthand of geography,"ii   "the most  important of 
all   the major   visual   instruments   in  education,"12     and many 
other   titles   and  definitions  have been given then:.     For this 
study,   the  following simple  definition   is   sufficient:      "A 
map  is   a  ground plan   of certain   features   and conditions 
observable   in real landscapes." No attempt has  been made 
to  define  or describe   the   technical   side   of   cartography. 
Only as   they  pertain   to  the work  in   the  first three grades 
are   any  of   the hundreds   of kinds  or  types   of maps   and globes 
mentioned. 
This   study  is   limited   then 
1. To  the  study   of maps   as   they pertain  to  children 
in  grades  one,   two, and   three. 
2. To competences   expected  of  these   children by 
teachers;   writers of  courses   of study   available  in   the 
Libraries  and Curriculum .Laboratories   at ".'Oman's  College, 
Greensboro,   and   the University  of North Carolina,   Jhapel  Kill; 
by specialists with leading map companies   responsible for 
IO.   Mackenzie trovm,   "i/aps,   the Literature   of Space," 
Library   Journal,   66:323,   April  15,   1943. 
11. Carl H. Mapes, "Creative Map Making in the Teaching 
of Listorico-Geographical Units," Journal of Geogranhv, 39:160, 
April,   1940. a—*—fc 
12. George T.   Rermer,   '"The Map as   an Lducational 
Instrument," Social   Education,   4:477,  November,   1940. 
13. Muriel Crosby,   "Learning  to Live in  the "'ide 
House of the World,"  Childhood Lducation,   22:331,   April,   1946. 
furnishing   the state schools  with maps   and   globes;   and by 
contributors   to professional   literature. 
3.   To   competences   found   in   the   children of the first, 
second, and   third grades   of  the  Appalachian Demonstration School 
for the year 1947-1946,   and  the findings   of   corroborators who 
have made   similar   investigations   in the field of specific 
competences. 
Method 
1. P   determination   of what  is  expected   by way  of 
competence   at  the end  of the  third  grade was made  through: 
a. An analysis  of  courses  of study and social studies 
bulletins   available   in   the Libraries   and Curriculum labora- 
tories   at Woman's  College,   Greensboro,   and   the University  of 
North Carolina,   Chapel  Kill. 
b. Suggestions   offered by   the   five map companies 
from whom   the schools are advised   to purchase maps   and globes. 
c. Survey of pertinent,   periodical   literature 
since 1935. 
d. Consensus   of  experts   and   teachers   in   the  field. 
2. Determination   of what  competences   are  found   in 
the first,   second,and   third  grade   children was made   through: 
a. Informal   personal   interviews with  'c28.   first, 
second, and   third grade   children  in   the Appalachian  Demonstra- 
tion School   for  the year 1947-1948. 
b. Opinions   of  the   teachers   of these  children and 
other  teachers   in   the  fleid  of what   they believe children 
know. 
c.   Findings   of  investigators   of specific  compe- 
tences . 
3.   A determination   of experiences,   devices, and 
insights   helpful   in   securing   the desired competences  mas 
™ade   through: 
a. A survey  of periodical  literature   since 1935. 
b. An  analysis   of methods  presented   in   available 
manuals,   courses   of  study,   and   social   studies  bulletins. 
c. Devices used  by  successful   teachers. 
d. Consensus   of   tine  experts   in   periodical litera- 
ture surveyed. 
Survey  of  the   Literature 
In   the   search  for pertinent material  and   related 
studies   the   following reference   works  were used: 
Palfrey,   Thomas  F...   and Coleman,   Henry E.   Guide   to 
Pibliographie3  of Ihesis--United States   and Canada"     Second 
edition.     Chicago:     American Library  Association,   1940. 
United States library of  Congress.     Catalogue  Division, 
Llgt  of American  Doctoral   dissertations   Printed   in"l9i2. 
washingtoiTl     Government Printing Office,   1913-195%. 
Doctoral   Dissertations  Accepted by American Unlver- 
s_ities.     i933-34.     CorfpilecTTor the'National   research Council 
and   the American Council   of Learned Societies  by   the  Associa- 
tion of Research Libraries, New York,   '.Vilson,   1934-1947. 
.^onroe,  Walter Scott.     Ten \ears   of Lducational  he- 
search,   Pulletin No.   42,   August~T9"27T:     (JrFar.a,   ITTInoTsT" 
University  of   Illinois,   1928. 
United  States.     Office of Education Library.     Bibli- 
ography  of  Research Studies   in Education,   1920-27.'   Washington. 
Government Printing Office.  ~T92"9-40. 
Good,   Carter Victor.     Doctors'   Theses Under Way   in 
Education.     Appears  annually in  the January   issue   ofTHe 
Journal   of Educational   research.     January,   1931-January,   1946. 
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Gray, 
of 797 Theses 
Available for 
1935. 
Ruth A.     Doctors"   Theses   in --ducntion,   a list 
Deposited with   the  Office   of Education  and 
Loan.     Washington,   Government Printing Office. 
Columbia University,   Teachers  College.     Register 
of Doctoral   Dissertations   Accepted   in Partial  fulfillment 
oT the  Requirements' for Degree of Doctor of Philosophy,   Vol 
l"£"99-i936,   compiled   and  edited t"y   Anvor Farstad,   and  others 
leschers   College Bulletin,   28th Series,   Wo.   4,   February, 
1937.     New York,   Teachers College,   1937. 
1* 
New York University, Washington Square library, 
of Doctors' and masters' Theses in Education. New York 
UrTiversity, 1590-June, i936.~ 
School  of  Education,   1937. 
Ast 
«ew  york,   New York  University, 
Northwestern University.     List of Doctoral  Disserta- 
tions .     1896-1934.     Evanston,   Illinois,"The University,   193o. 
Education   Index:     A Cumulative Author and Subject 
Index   to  a  Selected .-.1st of Educational  Periodicals,   Books 
and Pamphlets.     New Vork,   H. W.   Wilson  Company,   1929-May,   1946 
delated ->tudies 
In  making   the  above   survey of literature  one   study 
was   found wr.ich adds   to   the   importance   of   this  study: 
Sister M.  benigna achreck,   The  Relative Merits   of 
Different Kinds   of Maps   in   the  TeacHTng of Geography. 
Unpublished  I aster's  ThesTs~Catholic university,   1940. 
4i£ pages. 
This   study 
describes   an experiment  conducted   with 400 
children ranging  in age  fro-r 10.5  to 12.5 
years   with I.'«i's.   of 95 and more   to  determine 
the   effectiveness  of different  types   of maps 
as   compared with a  travel   story   containing the 
same   information,   on   the   teaching of geography. 
Shows   that  map study   produces   better learning 
than mere reading  information.J-' 
14.  United States,   Office  of -education,   library, 
Bibliography  of Research studies   in Education,   1939-40. 
Washington,   Government Printing  CfTice,   p.   104. 
CbAPTEP   II 
COMPETENCES  EXPECTED EY  THE  END  OF  THE  THIRD GRADE 
Children learn geography   in  the   elementary   school 
through   the books   they  read,   the  places   they go, 
the weather  they  feel,   the  seasons   they learn 
to understand,   and   the workers  who become their 
friends..   Such study begins   in kindergarten  and 
nu rs e ry .x 
Penner believes   that geography   is   a  reasoned  subject 
and  cannot be   taught  on   the  primary level.     For  tomorrow's 
citizens   he  recommends   a geo-centric   curriculum. 
In   the new  curriculum,   geography will   disappear 
from  the  primary   school   where  it has  never belonged. 
Its   study will begin  at  the  very earliest,   at per- 
haps   the fourth  gpade level,   in   the  form of  com- 
munity geography.^ 
Tradition seems   to have   set  the fourth grade  as   the 
beginning  of all   formal   geography  teaching  in  this country. 
Contrary   to   henner's   theory  it   is  the beginning of a geogra- 
phic  framework of the world;   regional   and not community 
geography   is   taught here.     If,   on  this   level,   children are 
getting no more   than  a   "fairy book geography,"   then  perhaps 
Fenner  is   justified   in  his belief. 
Numerous  writers   in   the field  of  elementary  geography, 
however,  believe   that certain  skills  and abilities   can be 
1. ^ucile  Allard,   "The Use of  Visual  Aids   in Teach- 
ing Elementary Geography," Education,   64:429,   March,   1944. 
2. George  T.   Renner and  Alfrtd h.   Meyer,   "Geography 
For Tomorrow's Citizens," Educatl onal  Method',   22:205, 
February,   1943. 
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and should  be developed  on   the   primary level.     Certainly 
definite   attitudes are  established very early   in the   school 
program. 
The  conceptions  developed  during the   impression- 
able years   of childhood are   often  times   either a 
heip  or a  hindrance   in later academic study.     If 
the   initial   image   is   fairly accurate   it  is a 
definite  heln,   but  if this   first  impression is 
not  in keeping with  realities   the  problem of 
altering the  mental  picture  must  be   solved. 
""his   is   possibly best realised   in  the field of 
geography   in which  a  careful  and accurate   intro- 
duction  may iead   to   an enjoyable and   successful 
study.* 
Since "maps   and map reading  are almost synonomus   (sic) 
with the   term geography,"4  emphasis   on   geography readiness, 
of necessity, includes   emphasis   on many  phases  of map-reading 
readiness. 
Some years   ago   it VJCS   estimated   that 8.8 per 
cent  of the   reading material used   in  the  first 
grade  was  geographical   in   character;   that,   in 
the  second grade,   34.2 per cent  of this  material 
was   geographical;   and  that,   in   the  third grade, 
56.0 per cent.of  the material   was  geographical 
in  character.^ 
In   a  survey   of twenty   third-grade readers  i.ieighen 
and  Earth found 
a   great amount  of geographic   material   is 
introduced   in   third-grade  readers;   many   of  the 
stories   in third-grade  readers   would not be 
3. /.   C.   Tom,   ""elief Modeling  in jiie.-'entary Geog- 
raphy," Journal   of Geography,   39:281,   October,   1940. 
4. Kathryn Schnorrenberg,   "Visual     aterials   Vitalize 
Geography,"  Education,   64:425,   March,   1944. 
5. 0.  W.   Stephenson,   "Still   f. ore  Geography   in   the 
Schools?" Journal  of Geograpny,   44:5,   January,   1945. 
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especially meaningful   to  children unless   they 
knew something about  the location and  the   en- 
vironmental   features   of  the   regions   introduced; 
many geographic   terms   are   introduced  which need 
the use  of maps and  pictures   to make   them clear 
to   children;   ...there  are many third-grade   class 
rooms   in which there   is  limited use  or no use of 
maps and  globes.b 
In  closing the  report of the above   survey  the 
writers made 
...a piea for the use of raps and pictures in 
connection with reading at as early a level as 
the chixd's interests demand, not only because 
of the variety of contacts which he makes with 
world geography in his reading, but aiso because 
of the broad social world wnich he experiences 
daily through such social forces as the radio, 
the automobile,   the newspaper, and  the movies.' 
aps   are   the sign language   of geography.     The under- 
standing of  these  signs   is  universal;   that   is,   a person  who 
reads   and comprehends   an English map can likewise understand 
a Spanish map.     because  maps  are   composed  of signs   and 
symbols,   children must be prepared   to   "learn  to  read"   them 
before   they   can   "read   to  learn'   fro:"   them.     Just  as   reeding 
readiness   is   of major  concern  to   the   teacher  in   the   first 
grade before beginning the   fundamentals  of reading,   so map 
readiness  must be  of concern  to   the   teacher of the   third 
grade,   if the   childien  are   to be   ready for map reading   in 
the   fourth grade. 
Few  schools   provide   pre-geography   in  the  cur- 
riculum,   and  few  authors  have putlisned geography- 
readiness materials.     Children are   plunged   into 
6. i.lery ^eighen  and Fthcl  Earth,   "Geographic   iviaterial 
in Third-Grade   Readers," Elementary English review,   15:301, 
Tecember,   1938. 
7. Ibid. 
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the   subject before   their readiness   for it  has 
even been  determined.^ 
In  a   study by Gertrude Chippie a  few years  ago   to 
determine how   the  course   of  study couxd   improve   the use   of 
geographic  material,   it was   found   that 
the 80.9 per cent of  the   courses  which  considered 
maps   were  concerned with rrany  types  of ir.aps,   such 
as   politic?.!,   population,   occupational,   vec-etation, 
relief,   rainfall,   pictorial,   and highway maps   in 
rooks,   as  well   ss wall  raps,   blackboard  maps, 
plastic maps,   arid   individual   outline maps.     Moat 
of  the   courses   merely   listed  the maps   to be used, 
but a   few discussed   the use   of   the maps,   the 
teaching of map symbols,   or  the  making of maps 
in  the   classroom,   and  an   occasional   course named 
commercial   firms   from which maps   could be purchased. 
Two  courses   of study   also   included material   for 
testing  the  pupil's  ability  to  read maps.     In 
view  of  the   importance  of   teaching  concepts   of 
location,   it wouxd   seem  that every course of study 
involving geography  should  give   teachers  definite 
help  in   training  the   pupil   to use   the maps which 
he meets   in his   reading.' 
The  above   study   included 110  courses   of  study   from  twenty- 
two state departments   of education  and twenty-five   cities 
with   populations   of 165,000  or more.     Ail   the  bulletins 
analyzed   were   concerned  with grades   three   to eight.     This 
report  is significant for  this   study  for  two  reasons:      If 
110  courses   of study   dealing with grades   in  which  the  greatest 
emphasis   is   put on geography  and map   reading give  such little 
help  to  the   classroom  teacher,   it   is unlikely   that one   would 
find  any practical   suggestions   for pre-map   training in  the 
8. Gertrude Whipple, "Human Geography—From Slogan 
to Actuality," Elementary School Journal, 41:343, January, 
1941. 
9. Gertrude Vihipple,   "How Can   the Course of Study 
Improve   the Use   of Geographic   Material?" Elementary School 
Journal,   43:154-5o,  November,   1942. 
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first and   second  grade  curriculums   in   the same school  systems. 
Second,   a  similar condition was   found  in  a  survey of a large 
number   of  courses   of  study by   the   writer. 
Of  the  many  courses   of   study surveyed.only  six were 
found  that listed   specific   skills   or abilities   to be  developed 
in   each  of the  primary  grades   and  suggested methods   of devel- 
opment.     These   curriculum rakers differ  in   the placement  of 
the   abilities.     Most   of  them begin some  of  the  work   in  the 
first grade  and advise   the  repetition   or drill   on   the   skills 
in the  second and  third grades.     Others mention   skills   to 
re  developed  in  the  first grade  and   then make no further 
suggestions   about  them until   the  child  begins   his  formal 
work with maps.     Following  is   a list   of the   specific   skills 
suggested   and   the number of courses  of  study providing for 
development   on   each grade  level: 
SKILL   OK  ABILITY 
To   tell   directions    
Make   floor map    
Make  and use   simple maps    
f/ake   and   interpret  symbols  
Identify  physical  features  of land 
and  water  in   real   landscapes   .... 
To locate  
Use globe      
Use maps--outline,   physical,   political, 
relief,   product,   rainfall,   pictorial 
























SKILL  OP. ABILITY   (Continued) GE/\PE   LIVT'L 
I II III 
?now shape   of earth 1 
Recognize land   and water forma  by   color 1 l 
Reoogni 7.Q  continents  and   oceans     .... \ 
Select   type   of map needed  1 
Use  pictures   to   interpret landscape     .   . i 
1 o  teil   distance i 
From   these   surveys   of the   courses of study  one must 
agree 
it   is not yet   the  fashion   to   incorporate  very 
definite   provision   for skills   in  curriculum  pro- 
posals,   as  evidenced,   for   instance,   in   the  re- 
cent publication   of  the National  Council   for 
the Social   Studies,   "he  Future   of   the Social 
Studies . . .which largely   takes   iT-for granted 
that  suitable skill   training will   somehow  ac- 
company   the   courses   outlined.10 
Only  one  of the   sixteen contributors   to The  Future 
of   the   Social  Studies   mentioned above  hints  of   specific 
skills   in   the   first  three  grades. 
Although advertisements wouxd   indicate   that man 
companies   are  nutting  out many  helpful   maps   and   globes 
for the use   of   the   lower grades,   actually  they have little 
to  offer  in  the  way of suggested uses   of   their wares   in these 
early grades.     Penoyer-Geppert suggests   the making of a map 
10. George vi.   Hodgkins,   "A Skill-Training Program,  for 
the Social   Studies,"  Social  Education,   4:56e,   December,   1940. 
11. Roy W.  Hatch,   "/•  Program  in   the Social  Studies," 
The   Future   of  the  Social   Studies,   Proposals  for an  Experimen- 
tal Social  studies Curriculum;  edited by Ja-es  A.   kichener. 
Cambridge,   Massachusetts:     The National   Council   for   the Social 
Studies,"   1939.      pp.   23-41. 
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of   the   classroom,   school   and yard,   and   community,   and  the 
use of the glote   in  the  first  two  grades   to   illustrate   the 
shape  of the earth and   to  point  out places   in   which  the 
children  have specific   interest.     In   the   third grade  dis- 
tinction  should be made between  land  and  water and   the   term 
sea-cosst or coast-line   defined.     Finding the  names   of  the 
largest land   arid water areas  and   expanding  the knowledge  of 
the globe  within the pupils1   capacity  were also   listed  on 
the  suggestion  sheets   sent from   the  Denoyer-Oeppert Company. 
Gertrude Whipple,   Supervisor  of heading   in  the  Public 
Schools,   Detroit,   Michigan,   and Associate Professor of Edu- 
cation  at Wayne University,   has done more than any  other one 
writer  to emphasize   the   importance of geography  readiness 
before  children attempt formal   study  of  the   subject.     Part 
of another study made by   i.iss   ".hippie   is  mentioned  here   to 
corroborate   the findings   by  the  writer.     In   1941 Miss Whipple 
sent  questionnaires,   listing   thirty-two   items   of readiness 
prepared  on   the  basis   of her judgment after consultation with 
a   few specialists   in geography  and elementary education,   to 
320 representative   school  officials   in both,   rural   and urban 
8reas   in  every state  in   the union.     Her purpose   was   "to  show 
that geography  readiness  can  be   analyzed  and   that   the   study 
of geography  can  be  planned  for  intelligently. All   the 
co-operators   in  the   study were   identified with   instruction 
in the   third  and fourth  grades   either as   supervisors   or 
teachers.     They were asked  to   check   those   items  they  thought 
12.   Gertrude Chippie,    "Elements   in  Geography  Readiness," 
Flementary School  Journal   42:256,   December,   1941. 
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necessary  for geography  readiness   and  were given   the oppor- 
tunity  to  add   other  items.     Nearly three  times   as  many   items 
as   were  originally listed were added.     In a number of these, 
teachers   seemed not   to know  where   to draw  the  line between 
readiness   to  pursue   the   subject and readineis   to undertake 
it.     Conclusions  drawn from  the   ^05  responses  listed seven 
elements  widexy   recognized by   the   co-operators.     They   are 
listed here because   they  are   aiso very   definitely   elements 
in map readiness. 
(1) an adequate experiential background, 
(2) an interest in the more concrete phases of 
geography, (5) good habits of observation, (4) 
beginnings of reasoning ability, (5) a meaning 
vocabulary which includes the most common p-eo- 
graohical terms, (6) ability in reading within 
one grade of the child's position in school, and 
(7) at least potential ability to orient one's 
self  spatially.l° 
She believes   that   "in  a sound   curriculum,   effort 
must be  made   to build  these   items   of readiness before 
children are  expected  to master geography."14 
A survey   of  the  literature   since 1955 reveais   a 
consciousness   of  pre-map reading  skills  by many  writers. 
It  would be difficult   to say   that  a certain number of 
writers  believe  that  children  completing the   third year 
of school   are expected  to  have   a  specific number  of pre- 
map skills.     Some writers  merely  report what   has   been done 
in   the   third grade  and point out   that,   as  a result of stated 
15.   Ibid.,   p.   267. 
14.   Ibid. 
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Activities, certain skills   or  facts   were  developed.     Others, 
writing   '.ore   from theory,   indicate experiences  necessary   to 
develop competence   in particular  areas,   but do not   set  the 
end  of  the   third grade   as   the   deadline.     Too,   there  is  not 
elways   complete   agreement  among the professional writers. 
It becomes  necessary,   therefore,   to list  the findings   in 
pertinent literature   as  competences  and   experiences  desired 
by the  end   of  the primary   grades   or before  the   child   is 
ready   for  formal   map training.     The  following are   listed 
with   the number of writers, who,   by direct statement or 
inference,   believe  these necessary: 
Knowledge  of   the  cardinal   directions       13 
Identification of actual   landscape  features 13 
Introduction   of  simple   globe        7 
taking plan  or simpie map 7 
Familiarity with geographic   terms   (ocean,   plain,   etc.)   .     4 
Seeing views   or pictures   of typical   regions 
throughout  world 4 
Understanding of simple   scale   of measure    4 
Understanding   of simple   symbols       3 
An   interest   in   the   subject  3 
Ability   to read simple diagrammatic maps    2 
Some   conception of distance      3 
Appreciation of   the  size   of the   world  2 
Use of picture   map  1 
Understanding  that earth   is   round      1 
Fecognir/e outline   map  of  own  state  l 
Recognize outline map  of  the Unitud  States         1 
13 
Very little   definite help  came   from first,   second, 
and  third grade   teachers   in  establishing desired goals. 
Most of  their teaching,   according  to   informal  personal 
interviews,   was   purely   incidental.     One  indicated attempts 
to   teach direction   on  the map,   for  instance,   but admitted 
the   children had no   idea of orientation   in space.     Another 
taught  direction  in   space,   tut did not  tie it up with  the 
globe   or map.     Others   developed  definite understanding of 
directions with sun   shadows,   winds,   etc.     Another said,   "No, 
am I supposed   to   teach  that?" 
The majority  of teachers   had no globe   as   a  part of 
the  classroom equipment,   tut many   teachers said  a  globe  "/as 
available  and   could be   borrowed  for  short perioos   of  time. 
Most teachers   would like   to have a globe   as  a part  of  the 
permanent equipment   in  each of the   first   three grades. 
In   the  light of the  foregoing information,   one may 
conclude that before children are  ready  to begin   formal  map 
study--certainly before   they reach any  degree   of proficiency 
in   it--they must have   had   the   following meaningful  experiences 
indicated   the  cardinal   directions   in space;   identified   the 
physical  features   of land   and weter   in  actual  landscapes; 
handled   a simple  globe,  noting  its  sphericity   and   distinguish- 
ing  the land and   water symbols;   made   plans  or  simple maps  of 
known   areas;  used  maps for specific   reasons;   made   and   inter- 
preted   simpie   symtois;  understood by  visual   imagery simple 
geographic   terms   such as   ocean,   plain,   valley,   hill,   etc.; 
observed  views  or pictures of  typical  world regions   to   inter- 
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pret various   types   of landscape;   participated   in   the location 
of places   of  interest;   understood   simpie  scaie   of measure; 
have some conception of distance   and  an   appreciation of  the 
size  of the   world;   read simple  diagrarvnatic maps;   used,   to 
limited  extent,   various naps--outline,   physical,   political, 
relief,   product,   rainfall,   pictorial;   recognired  an  outline 
map of the  native  state and of the United States.     ^rom  these 
experiences, they must have   developed  related  competences. 
"/hen  and  how   to develop   these desired   competences 
is   the   purpose of  this   study and  will be  discussed   in   full 
in Chapter   IV. 
CHAPTEF   III 
COMPETENCES POUND IN   THE FIP3T,   SECOND, AND THIRD GRADES 
To  determine exactly how much children understood 
about what maps   and globes  are   and how   they  are used,   and 
to   test   their  orientation  spatially,   228 children   in  the 
first,   second, and   third  grades   of   the  Appalachian   Demonstra- 
tion School,   boone,   North Carolina,   were  interviewed per- 
sonally by   the   investigator during the  spring of 1948.     There 
were eighty-one   first grade  children,   seventy-two second 
graders, and  seventy-five   third  graders. 
The  children were   taken   into   the  room   in   small  groups, 
"'hile one child was  being interviewed  the others   played at 
the   opposite   end  of  the room   out   of hearing  of the  questions 
and   answers.     All   the  children  were  willing  subjects  and 
seeded   happy   and   et ease   during  the   entire   interview.     A 
number wanted   to  cone   in   for a  second   time,     ".'hen   the   child 
showed   any knowledge at   all, his   exact  words   were written  on 
his   report.     All   interviews  were   informal   and unhurried. 
Most  of the  questions   were based on   the   following 
objects:     a   small,   five   or six-inch,   colored,   political   globe; 
s  large,   twenty-inch,   project-problem or simplified globe; 
political  map  of North  Carolina;   semi-elliptical,   physical- 
political   n-ap of the world;   physical-oolitical map of North 
America;   an Armour's   rood  Source  i'.sp  and a North Carolina 
road map.     All   the maps   were   wall mars  and  the name  of each 
was   covered. 
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The  same  question was asked  of each object:      "Do 
you know  what this   is?"     If   the child   answered   "map"  for 
the maps,   then he was  asked,   "7/hat  kind  of map? "     If he 
named   the  kind,   he was   asked,   "How   did you know   it was   that 
kind?"  or   "What makes you think  it's   that?" or a  similarly 
worded   question.     After the   road map question,   he  was 
asked,   "Have   you ever seen  anything like  this?"     If   "road 
map" was  his   answer  to the   first question,   then   he was 
asked,   "what  kind of road map- "  and   then   "Do you know how 
a  road  map  is used? " 
following  the  answers  to   the   questions about  the 
globes   and maps,   the child   was asked,   "Do you  know  what  a 
map  is?"     He was   encouraged  to tell  all   he knew  about the 
mac. 
The final   questions   concerned   the  cardinal   directions. 
They were:      "Do you   know which way  north  is?     South?     Last? 
West?     Do you know  which way  the   sun  comes up?     Do you   know 
which  way   it goes   down?" 
Two  observations   of significance were noticed   in 
tabulating the  answers.     First,   with but  few exceptions,   the 
answers   indicated  definite   growth in map knowledge  from grade 
to  grade.     Second,   the  groups   of children with  the  broadest 
experiential  background were superior.     This was   determined by 
a knowled  e of the   placement  in   the   two  sections  of each grade, 
"here were exceptions,   of   course,   but  for the most part,   the 
sectioning of   the   children was   determined by the location  of 
the  child's   home and  the   time when he  started   to school. 
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Those children who lived   In   town  and started   to school   in 
sunr-er  school   instead  of beginning in September  were  placed 
in   one  section.     These were   the   children   of college  and  school 
faculty members,   of the   doctors,   dentists,   merchants, and   other 
business   men   in   town.     In   the  other  section were  the   children 
who   came   in   from the   surrounding mountain  communities   on  the 
school  busses.     Some   of   them had  the   advantages   of  the town 
children,   but most of them came  from large,   and often under- 
privileged, families.     The   two   sections   in each grade were 
about evenly   divided   in number. 
Global  Concepts 
The  summary   of   the answers   to   the  question  concerning 
the small   political  globe follows: 
GFADES        I        II        III       TOTAL 
Had no  idea  at  all        49       35 12 96 
World  8       10 16 34 
Globe  3 3 6 12 
■ ap         12       19 35 66 
Ball  3 3 
Miscellaneous  6 5 6 17 
Only  one of   the miscellaneous   answers   couxd not be 
accounted  for.     One  child called   the   s^all globe a   "calendar." 
Tlo  reason   could be  given for such an answer.     Two children 
called   it  a   "bank"   from  the   association with the   world  banks 
found   in   many homes.     The  other answers   indicated   to a   limited 
degree   the   child had some understanding  of the use  of  the 
globe,   but did not know what   it was. 
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The   children had even   fewer   ideas   about   the large, 
project-problem globe.     This  globe  had been used once   in 
one  of   the   first  grades,   but  the  short use  of  it had not 
been of much  real help  in  that class   according to   the 
answers.     The   answers  are given as   follows; 
GRACES I II III TOTAL 
Had no   idea  54 48 32 134 
™°rld  8 8 9 25 
Globe  4 4 e i3 
Map         7       10 23 40 
Eall        3 3 
iscellaneous        5 2 5 2.3 
The  miscellaneous  answers   were more   varied  for the 
large   globe.     Many   of these   answers   indicated learning that 
was  not altogether   incorrect,   but   was   incomplete.     For example, 
one   child   called   it   "oceans";   another   "where   all   the water 
is";   another   "map  of water1   because   "nearly  ail   of   it's  blue." 
Two other children called   it   "an  Eskimo map" and   "an Eskimo 
globe;   it tells  where  the Eskimos   live."     The most   specific 
answer was  given by  the son of an education  professor:      "It 
is a  globe   that shows where  the  ocean and land  is."    Of all 
the miscellaneous   answers   the chixd  who said  it  was   the    'sky" 
and  the boy who called  this  one   a   "calendar too" seemed  to   be 
the most confused. 
ttap Unders tandi ngs 
There was   more  evidence   of understanding about  the 
world  map   than   about  either of   the globes.     This   was   interest- 
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Ing   in  view   of the belief  of the   authorities   that   the  globe 
should be  presented before   the   child   sees the map. Answers 
to  this   question   are: 
GFAD5S        I II III TO' ... 
Had  no   idea 50 39 25 114 
™.'orld  rap         3 6 7 16 
viorld         5 7 17 27 
Lap        16 5 5 26 
Half  the woridj   parts   of  the world, 
or one   side of the  world      .... 5 5 
Miscellaneous        9       15 16 40 
Many  of the children woo   called   this map  the   "world" 
said  they knew   it wr's  because  it was   "so big and   round."     A 
large number of  the children were definitely  confused  in   the 
use   of  geographic   ter^s.     This   indicated   to   the   investigator 
that they had  met these   ter"-s  but  did not understand   their 
significance.     The   following answers   illustrate   this  point: 
"South America  and Worth America,"   "Atlantic  Ocean,   Africa 
and different  states,"   'map of South America,"   "Africa,"   and 
"I   think  it's north arid ail   the"- states."    Several   children 
called   it   "north."     This  was   before  the   term was   mentioned  in 
the   interview.     A   few  children   connected  it with the   "oceans' 
or'seas" because of   the blue  on  it.     The  sane  child labeled 
this   "a calendar'    too, as  he did  all   the  globes   and maus   ex- 
cept  the Armour's   Food Source  Map,   which he  called   "land." 
Two  children  called   it a   "mountain,"   and  one  child without 
hesitancy   said   "an taster egg."     Only   three   children  seemed 
to  see   the   connection between   the  globe  and world map.     One 
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of   these said   it wag   "like   the  globe--not like   it  but  the 
same   thing." 
Of all   the  maps   the least was  known about North 
America.     Answers  about   this nap  were: 
G: ALES        I        II        HI       TOTAL 
Had no   idea 53       55 32 i40 
North America n ii 
i/f3P 18 7 4 29 
United States  map 6 6 
United States  2 9 11 
i iscelianeous 10 13 31 
A number said   they  thought it wrs   the United   states   because 
it   had   the   Gulf  of 1. exico  on   it.     A few  recognized   it be- 
cause of the  position  of   Florida,     'lhere   was   the   sa-e   evi- 
dence   of misunderstanding of geographic   terms   as   illustrated 
by  the  children  who called   the  map  ''east" or   "south."    '-"-here 
were also   several  meaningless   titles   given such as   "forest," 
"parachute," and   "clouds." 
The  Armour i-ood   Source   , ep,   a  very colorful  picture 
map  of  the  United otrtes   showing  the  areas  producing   the  -"aior 
farm products,   caused   the  greatest variety of answers.     For 
the most  part   very logical reasons  were   given for   the   answers. 
The  answers  follow: 
GPABES        I        II        Hi       TOTAL 
Had  no   idea 53       30 £6 109 
^icture map of  food 1 1 
Farm, map         1 6 7 
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GRADES   I   II   III   TOTAL 
Picture map 1 1 
Hap   12   9   10   31 
Far™ 1   9 10 
Animals map       4    8   12 
Food Map        1     5     6 
United States map       3 3 
United States    6 6 
•. iscellaneous 13 13       16 42 
The miscellaneous   answers   again  revealed   that   the   children 
had met   certain geographic   terms,   but  the terms  had not been 
clearly defined   for  them.     Answers   similar   to   these mere 
prevalent:      "-rap of west,   because  they have  cattie,'1     some- 
where   down   south;   all  making something and   it's   pretty, 
"map of Florida,   because  oranges   and  lemons  grow  there." 
Except   for  the  little   girl   who called  this  whole map  a   "cow, 
because   it's   shaped  like  one,"   the   answers   to  this   question 
showed   evidence of definite   reasoning.     Several   children called 
it s   "Chinese  map"  and  an   "old-timey map."     One  first   grader, 
when   asked why he   called  it  that,   replied,    'Pecsuse   it has 
funny wagons,   and the   peopie   work   different  from  the  way 
they  do  now,   and the   cows   are   just anywhere." 
It   was   expected   that   the   common  road  map wouid have 
been  familiar   to  a larger number of  children   than any  of the 
others.     I.any   said  they had never seen one before.     Ihose  who 
recognized   it  readily were   the children whose   fathers   worked 
at service   stations,   drove  produce   trucks, or had used   a  road 
map when  planning vacation   trips.     The results   are   indicated 
as   follows: 
GRADES        I        II        III       TOTAL 
Had no  idea 50       42 31 123 
Foad map of North Carolina     .... ± i 
Road map 5 3 7 15 
North Carolina  3 10 13 
Tells  you where   to go       2 1 3 
A  map 19       19 j.0 48 
I iscellaneous 5 4 16 £5 
Several   children   identified   it  as North Carolina because   of 
certain   cities which   they pointed  out and named.     Some   told 
whet  it was   and how  one had teen used by  their  family on 
long trips   "to Maryland,"   "to Florida1'  or   'when  we  went 
after a   load   of peaches."    One  chixd,   a  first-grade  boy, 
mentioned  the use of  the numbers   on  the   map   as   che  guiding 
factor. 
The North Carolina political map with  its   bright 
array  of colors was   indeed fascinating   to   the   children. 
Comparatively few recognized   it.     Again   cities  were   named 
as   a means   of   identification  and  in a  few   instances   counties 
were  pointed   to and nai>ed.     A  few  recognized  it by  shape. 
One   third-grade  teacher had   tried   to emphasize   this   means 
of recognition by cutting out  the  state   from a road map and 
using   it  alone on the bulletin board.     The  other third-grade 
teacher had used   it   too tut  did not cut   it  out.     Exactly 
how much teaching had  teen done   with it  is not known.     The 
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last group was   three times  tetter,   but  this   sa-ie   group was 
superior  in   ail   the   answers  given.     The   answers  are listed   here; 
GRADES        I        II        HI       TOTAx, 
Red no   idea 45       39 20 104 
North Carolina ;. lap  3 6 9 
I«orth Carolina  4 25 29 
■ 8P 'd       18 20 65 
. iscellaneous             9 5 4 gj_ 
Answers   to   the   question,   "What   is   a  :iap? "   showed 
that more   than   hair of   the   children had some   idea  of what 
it   wss   and most  of   them cou^d  give one   or more uses.     Loca- 
tion  of places,   usually  particular places,   and preparing  for 
e   trip were   the   two test known uses.     The  fact  that a nap 
"tells"  or   "shoe's"   something  s.en-ed  to  te  quite weii-known. 
The   twins   who said   "It   telxs you where your  daddy   is   in   the 
army or navy"   definitely ha-]  an   experience  with a -^ap. 
Geographic misunderstandings   were stiix  noticed   in  answers 
like   t  is:      "Shows   ail   the  world,   cities,  North Carolina 
and Foone,   South Carolina,   east  and all   of them."     J-hese 
answers  are   tabulated   as   follows: 
GRADES I II III TOTAL 
Had  no   idea  47 3j. 17 95 
Locating places  7 xi 21 59 
Preparing for a trip  16 12 27 55 
Finding way after getting lost     ..24 2 8 
Shows where you live  2 i 3 
Shows   parts  of  world  x 1 3 5 
rlhe world  1 7 5 13 
riscellaneous  7 6 5 18 
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If  a  child  named  two uses,   his   answer mas  tabulated twice. 
.Spatial  Orientation 
Less   than   one-eighth of the   children were   found  to 
be  oriented  Spatially,  as   the   following facts   indicate: 
GRADES        I II III TOTAL 
NORTH 
I.-irection not known 68 45 19 152 
: istaken response or incorrect guess  10 19 36 65 
Correct        3 8 20 31 
SOUTH 
Direction  not known 70 49 16 135 
I istaken   response   or incorrect guess     9 18 40 67 
Correct         ■<, 5 j.g 26 
LAST 
Direction  not known 67 50 20 137 
istaken   response   or incorrect guess 11 19 40 70 
Correct        3 3 15 21 
W] si 
Direction   not known 68 48 22 138 
: istaken  response   or incorrect guess   12 19 40 71 
Correct        1 5 13 19 
Directions   not  correct tut recognized 
es   opDOSites 3 14 17 
SUNRISE 
Direction not known 56 35 9 100 
n istaken  response   or  incorrect guess  15 22 32 69 
Correct by jointing or saying   "east"  10 15 34 59 
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39 8 101 
21 33 71 
12 34 56 
GRADES        I        II        in       TOTAL 
SUNSET 
Direction not known 54 
i. is taken response or   incorrect guess  17 
Correct by   pointing  or saying   "west" 10 
Five children who knew   the   cardinal   directions  did 
not know  which  way the  sun rose  or set.     On   the other hand, 
thirty-six children knew which way  the  sun rose and set hut 
did  not know   the  cardinal   directions.     Several  children 
confused the  cardinal directions   with cities   and countries. 
The  use of   the terms with North wiikesboro and West Jefferson 
Tright explain   their association  with the   cities.     Unless   they 
think North Carolina  is  a  country,   this   confusion  cannot be 
accounted for.     A few children associated  the directions   with 
the wind.     One  child  said his   dandy  taught him that   "the north 
wind   coires   up  the  hill   and   the west wind   co^es  down   the  hill." 
"lip  from the sky,"   "out of  the   woods,"   "over the 
mountains,"  and   "behind   the   clouds" were  common ways   of de- 
scribing the   sunrise and   sunset.     7/hen  questioned rbout  this. 
one first-grade  girl said,   "I know  one  place   it comes up." 
When   asked where,   she   replied,   "Up at  Mr.   arid  Mrs.   Elrod's." 
They lived  above her,   she  said.     The  same   child  said  of the 
sun going down,   "It lands   in  the  woods,   but   I don't   see   it 
go   down." 
The  only suggestion made by   the North Carolina State 
Department of Public   Instruction for   the teaching of these 
facts   is   in  the bulletin Science   for  the Elementary School. 
^he ppth of   the  sun  is   taught  in  the first grade by   teachers 
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following  this bulletin,   and reference   is made  to  the North 
Star and   its   help in   telling  directions   ar.d to  the   Magnetic 
North Pole  and  the   compass   in   the   third grade.1 
Two   similar   tests have been made  determining primary 
chixdren'3   orientation.     In  a study of 13?   first grade pupils 
and  155 second grade   pupils   in  five  elementary  schools   in 
Lincoln, Nebraska,   Gregg found  that   'somewhat fewer than 
haif of the   first-grade   pupils   knew  the  cardinal   directions 
and  only  a   little more   than half of the second-grade pupils 
knew them. MZ In  the Nebraska  test,   as  with  the seventeen 
North Carolina cbixdren,   "The  fact care   to  light  that,   with 
so^e   pupiis,   north  and   south,   east and west merely meant 
opposites  and   the  directions   themselves   were not  known."' 
Interviews  with parents   by Gregg   indicated   that those  who 
knew   the cardinal  directions  had been  given special hexp 
at home. 
Lord   reported a   study  made by George F.   howe   of 
1300 children   in kindergarten   through the fourth grade 
and   found   incorrect  orientation.     Following  a  ten weeks 
drill  program,he came   to   the   conclusion   that   "children 
could   acquire   a clear   concept of directions   in   space  es- 
1. Julia Wetherington,   Science   for the Elementary 
School,   Puhxication  !:o.   227.      Fnifirh,   i\orth  Carolina: 
State  Superintendent  of Public   Instruction,   1941,   pp.   62, 
72,   74. 
2. F. M. Gregg, "An Important ^rincipxe in Teaching 
Pri-'ary-Crade Geography," The Elementary School Journal, 41: 
669,   :-ay,   1941. 
3. Ibid.,pp.   667-668. 
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pecially In Grade ill if proper drill is given out-of-doors 
1,4 
nearby   and   away  from school. 
Lord  also referred   to  a   study by Douglas   Ridgley   in 
1922.     Ridgley,   after  interviewing  "numerous   teachers   rela- 
tive  to   the  ease with which  they used   directions,'     estimated 
'that fully ninety-five  per   cent experience   considerable 
difficulty.     It   is   his   opinion   that,   in most cases,   the 
difficulties  were   traceable   to  poor   teaching.1        Lord's   study 
deals with   the   testing   of the   children   in   the upper elemen- 
tary grades,   but some  of his   conclusions   are  applicable   to 
the  primary  grades  and will  be   discussed   in  a subsequent 
chapter.     It  is  sufficient   to note   here   that  children who 
are   expected to be   ready  for map work   are   deficient  in 
their knowledge of essential   geographic map concepts,   and 
that certain  methods,   devises, or techniques have been   tried 
and   proven   to  be   of help  in   correcting the prevailing situa- 
tion. 
4. Francis   2.   Lord,   "A ^tudy  of opatiai   Orientation 
of Children," Journal   of Educational   Hesearch,   34:485, 
rrch,   1941. 
5. Ibid.,   p.   484. 
6. Ibid. 
CHAPTER   IV 
EXPERIENCES,   DEVICES, AND  INSIGHTS  HELPFUL   IN SECURING 
DESIRED  COMPETENCES 
lap readiness,   like   reading readiness,   is   a  composite 
term  including many factors,     experiential   background, 
curiosity  about   the environment,   good  observation habits, 
some reasoning  ability,   a meaningful   geographic  vocabulary 
and potential   orientation   ability  are   the map readiness 
elements  listed   in Chapter   II.     Alert  primary   teachers 
recognize readiness   to undertake the  formal   study  of  maos 
not as   a phenomenon  that suddenly  appears  when   the  child 
takes   his  place  in   the   fourth grade,   but as  an  outgrowth 
of proper stimulation   in the  preceding grades.     The   teacher 
who recognizes,   meets, and satisfies   the  chixd's map needs 
as   they   arise, from an  angles   of the   curriculum, is  building 
up to  major understandings  later. 
The writer believes   that by  capitalizing on  the 
native curiosity of children   in  the  early graces   and giving 
definite   instruction   in  the use and understanding   of maps 
as   the   need   arises,   much can   be done   to eliminate   deficiencies 
in  essential map competences   in upper  grades;   the   "Ahl 
Geography'. "  attitude  rather than   the   "Aw.   Geography I"1 
i.   P.   F.   Powers,   "Ah!   Geography!" Journal   of 
Geography,   37:274-77,   October,   1936. 
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attitude  will   be   fostered;   and  a desire   for the   stories   the 
map gives, equal   to the funny book appeal, may be   developed, 
"/ays   and means   of teaching  these  pre-map skills are  given 
in   the   descriptions   of experiences,   devices, and   insights 
that  have   been  found  helpfui  by  successful   teachers,   or 
are believed   to be   valuable by curriculum builders, geogra- 
phy  experts, and specialists   from map   companies. 
Areas  of Motivation 
Fenner  says   "Learning about.. .geographical  processes 
without basing the   learning upon  the map  is  as  unreal   as  the 
cross   section   of a mouse would be to a   cat."^     On  the  other 
hand,   teaching   isolated  facts,   or   teaching maps   as   ends   in 
themselves,   or   teaching at  one  stage   simply because   it will 
be  required   at another,is not recommended. 
Since a  skill   t.aufht  in   isolation may  be less 
effective   than if  acquired by   incidental   learning, 
the   effective way   to  develop a   skill   is   through 
the medium of significant  subject matter.3 
Suggestive   starting points   in   the  various  subject 
fields  are given   to   indicate  that   another  subject need not 
te  added to   the   already   over-crowded   curriculum of the first 
three   grades,   but to show   there   are many   stimuli from which 
the   child may grow with proper   teaching. 
Language  Approaches 
The need for locating places   on a map might  grow 
2. George   T.   Fenrer,   "The  Map as   an  Educational 
Instrument,"  Social Education,   4:478,   November,  1940. 
3. Penneth A.   Fuller,   "Teaching  the Use of Parallels," 
Social   Education,   8:127,   march,   1944. 
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out of the  children's   discussion of vacation   experiences, 
radio  listening,   newspaper   items,   or movies.     Exchanging 
letters at home and abroad brings   in   place geography. 
American Junior Fed   Jross   activities,   such as   sending boxes 
to  needy children overseas,   should  give  rise   to  map use.     A 
discussion following a  field   trip,   a  comparison  of   the wea- 
ther  report at home  and  away,   or .Sunday   School experiences 
with place na-res  are   suggestive starting points.     A   trip 
to   the   zoo  or  circus   shouid  certainly  stimulate  curiosity 
about  the  native homes   of  the  animals. 
Feeding Experiences   Entailing Map Understandings 
It has already been pointed  out   that much of   the 
reading materiel   in   the  lower grades   is   of geographic nature 
and   is not readily understood without   the use   of maps. 
References   to   children   in   foreign  lands   or stories  about 
general   places,   such as   the   seashore,   the   laVe,   the  mountain, 
or   the west,   in textbooks   or i_y 'Veekiy  Feeder require   the 
use   of the   map or globe   for better understanding.     Explana- 
tion  of expressions   like   ""any,   many miles   away,"   "far,   far 
away,"   "^any moons"   and  such  ter~s   as   "north" or   "south" 
introduces   distances   and  directions.     The need   for under- 
standing certain concepts  may arise  from poems with  geogrsph- 
ic   implications,   such as:     Stephenson's   "where Co   the Boats?" 
Wynne's   "Geography  Journeys,"  or the  Old Country rhymes 
"The ""est "find I rings  "Vet leather, "   and   "When  the Wind   is   in 
the Last." 
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Starting Foints   in Nature Study  or Science 
Some writers   consider   the  elementary science  or 
the  study   of nature   in   the   immediate  environment   as   the 
geography of the  primary  grades.4     Indeed  this does  give 
rise   to many geographic needs.     Field   trips,   the study of 
the wind  and   the   weather,   bird migration,   the  seasons,   the 
sun's   path across   the   sky,   shadows,   sources   of food and 
clothing,   and   animals  are  perhaps   suggestive enough without 
further  explanation  at   this  point. 
Stepping Stones   from Other Subjects 
Teaching the units  of measure—inches,   feet,   yards, 
miles--and   comparing known with unknown   distances   are build- 
ing up necessary map understandings. 
Definite   map  interpretations  may  grow   out   of art 
activities.     Several writers   and   teachers   have   reported   five, 
six,   and  seven-year-oid children's   spontaneous   and  original 
drawings   of   "the  world"  or a  part  of it.5    Noting   space  re- 
lationships   in   their drawings   is   preparing for such relation- 
shirs  on maps.     Few  famous  paintings   can  be  properly  intro- 
duced even   at   the primary level   without   some understanding 
of the  homes   of  the artists. 
In music,   descriptive   songs  and   travel   records  may 
need geographic  or  map  explanations.     Motion songs  have been 
4. For exampie,   Eunice '"entworth,    "Teaching Oeogra. 
phy  Through Nature  Study and Elementary Science,"  Grade 
Teacher,   61:22,   June,   1944.  
5. For example,   Muriel Crosby,   "^earning   to Live 
in the w;ide House   of the  "'orld," Childhood Education,   22- 
377-81,   April,   1946. 
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used   to teach or help understand  directions.     If  the  lives 
of composers   are   introduced  at  this  level,   that   would  en- 
tail  map reference. 
Some  parents  and   teachers  have noticed  an   interest 
in mapg   growing out of  the   jig-saw  puzzie.6    Even   the nursery 
school  boy who rode his   tricycle  around   the  glofce and  said 
"I  a**- riding around   the   world'1   had  some understanding of the 
7 
globe. 
Other  opportunities   for map activities   may  develop 
when a   child  moves   from one  city  or one   stste   to   another: 
"hen a   child  wishes   to locate  relatives   in   the  army  of oc- 
cupation  or   to  find   out where  relatives  were  during   the war: 
or  in   connection with holiday   celebrations.     One   first-and 
second-grade   teacher mentioned  the use  of the globe   on 
Columbus Day,   for   instance. 
This   is not an  exhaustive   list of  occasions   when   the 
child may need a  map,   but  it does   open   the   way for  teschers 
to  think about the use   of the map and globe   to enrich   the 
teaching   in  many fields. 
Desired   Competences   and   Their Development 
The  competences   1 is ted   in   the   concluding paragraphs 
of Chapter   II are   those which will  be   discussed   in   this 
section.     Of necessity,   there   win   te   sore   overlapping  in 
the  various understandings   developed. 
6. For example,   Elizabeth   Fay,   "They Meed   to be 
Map-Kinded," Parent's   Magazine,   20:22,   December,   1945. 
7. Statement by :v:rs. i.yrtle E. Wilson, Professor of 
Education, Appalachian State Teachers College, Boone, North 
Carolina.     June  26,   1948. 
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Directions 
Prerequisite   to comprehending   the  cardinal   direc- 
tions   is   a knowledge   of right and  left and uo and   down 
/ins   in   acquiring this understanding include   games  such 
1. Ga^e   of pointing  to left   (or rieht)   ear, 
eye,   foot,   shoulder,   hand,   etc. 
2. Directions   in  games 
a.   Frun   to left 
as 
b. Ju'^p  to right 
c. Turn  to  right 
d. Slide.left,   etc 
3.   Playing IJO oby .oo c 
Giving opportunities   for the   child  to   locate   certain  objects 
on   the   right or left of other  objects   or to  describe  the 
right and left  turns   from his   ho^e   to   school   are   other ex- 
periences   that mould aid   in   acquiring a   working knowledge 
of left  and   right. 
The   confusion  of   "up"  with   "north"   and   "down"  - 
"south"   often comes   from the use  of   the   terms   together, 
;ith 
All   authorities   stress  the use   of the globe, before   the pre- 
sentation  of the map, to prevent  the   north-up  and  south-down 
association,    Whittemore   suggests   cutting paper figures  with 
arms upstretched   and   sticking   them with clay on  a   project 
globe  to help clarify  this   concept.' 
It  has   been  generally  conceded   that   the  cardinal 
directions   should be   presented by having the pupils   face 
8. Julia  vessey  •vcNairy,   An  analysis   and Evaluation 
of reading Feadlness Experiences  described   inTFie   Profession- 
si  Literature,   1955-1945.     ^aster's   Thesis.     University  of 
forth Carol Tna,~T9~35.   p.   80. 
9. batheryne   Thomas Whittemore,   "Which Way   is  North? 
Learning to  Find Directions,"  Childhood Education,   ±4:225, 
January,   1938. 
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north and   then note   the  other directions   from  that posi- 
tion.     Whittemore believes   that   the  exercise   of letting the 
children  draw each other's   shadow on  large  pieces   of wrap- 
ping paper,   cutting out  the shadows   drawn   in   the morning,   at 
noon  and   in the   afternoon and  writing the   time  of each  drawing 
on  the   shadow,   will  develop  the   following understandings: 
First,   position of  the  shadow   on  the   side   of 
the  object a"'ay   from the   sun;   second,   the   chang- 
ing position  of   the sun   during the  day  and   the" 
corresponding  change   in  the length and  position 
of the shadow;   and   third,   the   relationship  re- 
tween noon,   the   highest position   of the   sun, 
and   the  shortest shadow.10 
After this   -ctivity,   or a  similar  one with   shadow sticks, 
the child ni8y experience  a need   for  the   directions   and  the 
teacher will  need   to make   "the  simple   statement   that at 
noon,   when   the   sun  is  highest   and the   shadows   shortest, 
our shadows   fall  north,   and   the   opposite direction   is   south."11 
Directions may  also he   taught   in terms   of  the  posi- 
tion of   the  rising   and setting  sun  on   or about September 'cZ 
i 2 
and Varch 21. Only  general   positions   may be  determined 
except around   these dates.     This,   of course,   would  require 
the pupils   to   face  east  and  locate   the   other directions   from 
that position.     The   main  thing  is   to  show  them   that if  they 
know   one   direction,   the  other directions  can be  computed. 
10. Ibid. 
11. Ibid. 
12. Florida  State Department  of Public   Instruction, 
The Course of  Study   for Florida Elementary Schools,   Grades   I-VI, 
Tallahassee,   Florida:     The  Department,   1932.   p.   170. 
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Lord'9   test with 317 subjects   in Grades   V to  VIII 
revealed  that those   subjects   facing north during the  test 
were   far superior  to  those   facing other directions.     In his 
implications  he says: 
There   is need,   if directions   are   to function  as 
instruments   In  orientation,   to   develop  in the   child 
a close   relationship between  the  arrangement of 
cardinal   directions   and   self. 
Experiences   in  all  sorts   of positions   should be 
provided  in order  that  the   pattern become   sufficient- 
ly generalized  that one  position  is no more   advan- 
tageous   than  another.1® 
Gregg found by means   of  an antaxiography,   "an   in- 
strument which  measures   involuntary   changes   in  the position 
of the   subject,"14  that 
evidence   seers   to  indicate  that practically 
every  person,   when he  is   thinking of geographic 
directions,   makes  some kind of movement,   either 
overt  or covert,   whether he knows   it  or not,   to 
ward  the   object of his   interest.15 
lie   further points  out  that 
in the light of these discoveries it was concluded 
that, if bodily or ocular attitudinizing is (with a 
few unexplained exceptions) an accom.pa inrient of di- 
rectional perception, then in case of disorientation 
of a subject, a proper orientation couxd perhaps be 
established by a deliberate attempt to take correct 
attitudes   for the  immediate  true   directions.1" 
13. Francis  Everett -.ord,   "A Study   of Spatial 
Orientation  of Children," Journal  of Educational   Research,  34: 
504-05,   March,   1941. 
14. F.   M.   Gregg,    'An   Important Principle  in   Teaching 
Primary Grade   Geography,"  The Liementary School  Journal, 
41:665',   May,   1941. 
15. Ibid.,   p.   666. 
16. Ibid. 
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Contrary to   the  opinion  of most authorities,   Gregg 
states: 
So far from requiring  that pupils   face northward 
in   their  schoolrooms   or that all  large maps  be 
claced  on   the  north side of   the  rooms,   it would 
stem to be   better practice   to  give   the   ideas 
and  to obtain  the  accompanying responses   of pupils 
to  the   actual   cardinal   directions before map s tudy 
is  begun  and   thus   to make   the   map  the  slave  of a 
pupil   rather  than  the  pupil  the  slave   of a map.17 
Mis8   Vesta Keeton,   of the Training School   of 
Nebraska  toesieyan University,   Lincoln,   Nebraska, 
has   developed  action   songs   for use in   attaining 
among her pupils  a  clean-cut  sense  of   north, 
south,   east, and west.18 
The   words  of  these songs   are included  in  the   appendix. 
leaching  the cardinal   directions   "in   terms   of 
119 places   in the   immediate neighborhood '       end   writing   the 
directions   on  sketches   drawn  of  the   school community are 
suggested.     Using a compass,   noticing the direction of the 
wind,   and   connecting  the   terms  north,  south,   east,   and  west 
with the names   of local   streets,   neighboring towns, or states 
might also   give  more meaning to   the   cardinal directions. 
Two  games   are suggested  here to  give   additional  ex- 
perience   in   telling directions )n  the   playground the 
children   face   a leader who calls  first one   direction  and 
then another until   the   four cardinal  directions are named. 
The   children face   the directions   as   they are   called.     ihose 
17. Ibid.,   p.   667. 
18. Ibid.,   p.   670. 
19. Alison E.   Aitchison,   "The Use   of Globes   and  Vaps," 
Educational   Service  Publications,   wo.   4,   'J-he   Iowa State 
'I'eachers College,   Cedar ^'alis,   Iowa,   1947,   p.  1. 
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who know the   directions   step out  and become leaders  of 
smaller groups  until   all   the   children have   the directions 
fixed.20 
In  the classroom a  game  may be made of following 
such directions  as:     "Touch the  desk north of you,   the  one 
south,   the  child   to the north,   south,   a north window,   etc."21 
Identification  of Landscape  Features 
Observation out-of-doors,   geography's natural 
laboratory,   is   the basic   source of  first geographic under- 
standings.     Attention  should be   called to   the natural  and 
man-marie  features of   the   actual  landscape.     This may be 
needed   to make   generalizations  or dram simpie conclusions, 
such as   the   flow   of water  from a high level to  a lower level 
instead  of up hill  or from bank   to bank as some   children 
believe. 
Concrete   visualization for later map work may be 
developed   if certain features   are  seen,   even  in miniature, 
and   identified.     Words  like branch,   creek,   river,   lake, 
peninsula,   island,   mountain,   hill,   plain,   valxey,   etc., 
have meaning for  the child  on a map only as he  associates 
it with   the  thing in reality.     "».hen a chixd has  had a definite 
20. Florida   State  Department of Public   Instruction, 
op_.  cit.,   p.   170. 
21. Frank A.   Paschal   and George C.   Turner,   Kansas 
Teacher's  Guide,   Helps   in  Teaching Social Studies Units, 
Suggestions   Tor Teaching Social   studies   Tn the  Elementary 
Grades.     Topeka,   Kansas:     Kansas State Printing Plant,   1943. 
p.   20. 
22. Gertrude ''•'hippie,   "Human Geography—From Slogan 
to Actuality," Elementary School Journal,   41:343,   January,   1941 
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experience  with  a  river  and   then  is   told  the black  crooked 
line   on the   map  stands   for a river,   he  recalls his   first 
experience  with  the   term,   and the   symbol   is   translated  in 
his  mind   into   the   real  object,     while much can be gained   from 
field trios,   only with maturation and much travel   experience 
can   one  fully appreciate   all  the   symbols   stand  for.     Cnly 
when   a person  visits  e  city  like  Chicago,   for   instance,   can 
he begin to   comprehend  its   vsstness.     The big dot  on   a map 
and  the facts   and   figures   concerning its  population  and   area 
have little   significance until   one   is  lost   in such a metro- 
polis. 
Reproduction  of   the landscape   features on   a sand 
table,   with sand   or  through the  media   of sawdust and   clay, 
would give   increased meaning  to   the   terms.     The sawdust, 
which  does   not ruin  the  modeling clay as   sand does,   may be 
colored with  cold water  oaints. 
If the landscape  features   cannot  be   shown in 
actuality,   pictures   may be used  as   substitutes   in  building 
the  necessary geographic   vocabulary.     Ferhaps   the best 
illustrations   and word  descriptions of the   terms  mountain, 
hill,   plain,   lake,   river and others are  found   in the  third- 
grade   text,   Cur Earth,   by "'hippie  an<-<  James.^    This book,   an 
outgrowth  of much research,   is   recommended by   the  Denoyer- 
Oeppert Company. 
k;3.   Gertrude Whippie and Preston E.   James,   Our Earth. 
New York:     l.acmillan Company,   1947.     245 pp. 
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Use  of  the Simple C-iobe 
Although no formal   teaching of the globe  is done   in 
the   first   three  grades,   a  simple   globe  showing  land,   water, 
the poles,   and  the equator should be  a part of every primary- 
classroom.     At least,   one   should be   available   for use at any 
time.     i'he  children's  questions   about it shouxd be answered. 
Two under star! dings  should be developed   frorr the   child's   con- 
tact with the   globe:     that it  is   a  representation  of the 
earth  and   that the earth  is   round,   aivost  live  a  ban.     The 
twelve-Inch  cradle type   of globe   is   particularly recommended 
for this   purpose.     It can be  held   comfortably by  the child 
and he  can get   the  feel   of the roind earth.     Since   it has   no 
rod  or poie   running through  it,   he may get   the concept of  the 
earth's   suspension   in  space. 
Ke  can   shift this   type  of globe   to any position 
so  that he   can see any part  of the   earth clearly. 
For example,   he   can hoid  the   globe so   that 
he  can look directly   at the   southern hemisphere. 
In fact,   he shorn d form the habit of doing   this, 
so  that he  doesn't get   the  notion   that south  is 
"down."     The cradle  globe,   too,   is   most practical 
tecause   it   is  free  from awkward bases,   pulleys, 
iron bars,   and other disturbing paraphernalia.^4 
The northern-southern,   eastern-western,   and the 
land-water hemispheres   shorn d be pointed   out.     Modern 
writers   contend   there   is  actually   no eastern  or western 
hemisphere,   that  it is   ail   one world.     This   theory has 
been brought out by   the  air-minded geographers.     Never- 
theless,   half of the earth is  still caned a hemisphere, 
however  it   may be divided,   and   this   can best be   shown on a 
24.   Isabel   K.   Fillings,   "minimum Essentials   in 
Maps   and  Globes   in the Primary Grades,"     School  Science 
and Mathematics,   48:^17,   rtarch,   1948. 
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globe.     Children should   te  allowed   to draw  on   the first 
globe,   putting   in  their   own  signs   and   symbois as   the  need 
arises. 
After   the  chixd  has   the   concept of   the  round 
earth,   an   orange  peel   can   he used   to demonstrate 
the   flattening  proces.3,   in   preparation for the 
use   of   the  wall   map.'" 
Parker says,    "Fortunately neither  teachers nor  chil- 
dren need understand  projections."26     It   is  sufficient   to 
point  out  that the globe   is   very  expensive;   it   is   inconvenient, 
and   it cannot be made  large  enough   to show all   one  wishes   to 
know  about  the   earth.     For  these   reasons maps  have been made. 
Making and Using Pj.ans  or Simple waps 
/: map   "is   simple   if   it   includes   only  the   Tiap  infor- 
mation  that nupiis   can understand  and use   in   their  study 
of geography. "2       .-'or  the earliest maps,   the  child should 
use bis   own  symbols.     His block representation   in  piay may 
assume   an aspect  of  a  crude map.     This   block scheme  or 
representations   on   the   sandtehle may be  transferred   t 
with the  teacher's   heip  and   thus   become   a mar 
o  paper 
It is   sug- 
gested   th?t maps  be   called   plans  in   the   first   grade and 
then   the name   maps  applied  in   the  secoid. 
■ 
25. IV id.,   p.   218. 
26. William S.   Gray,   Adapting Reading Programs   to 
Wartime  Needs,   Supplementary Educational  Monograph,  Ko.~~57. 
Chicago:     University  of Chicago,   194b.     p.   170. 
27. Rand WcHaliy and Jompany, Suggestions and 
leaching Aids for Using the Eeginners' :.aps in Global 
Geography.     Chicago:      nand   i.cHaily   and   Company,   (n.d. ) ,   p.   2, 
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From  the  beginning.reasons  Bhould  accompany   the 
making of all  maps.     If  this   is   done, the  child   can te  led 
to   include those  things   that are essential   to understanding 
his map  and   eliminate details,     ivany  reasons   were   suggested 
in   the   literature   for making maps.     These   are:     drawing a 
floor plan   of houses when  studying homes;   Taking rough dia- 
grams   of  the  neighborhood   to  locate   principal   buildings: 
making a map  to show the  way   to a child's  home   or the   route 
he  takes   coming   to  school;   making a mop of the   town  to mark 
dangerous   crossings;   showing  the route   taken on  trips   about 
the  community;   drawing  a plan  or map showing the routes 
taken   from  the local   post office;   drawing the  school yard 
to label   the   trees;   making a plan of the   school   room to 
show where   the pupiis   sit;   showing  the order   of running on 
8  baseball   diamond plan;   and  drawing an imaginative map 
showing the   nocturnal  wanderings   of a hungry  rabbit. 
Instruction  with   the  simple  maps 
will be  more  cogent   if genes   are  played.... 
One game   is  similar  to   "hide  the   thimfcle." 
A person who   is   "it" may hide   an object, 
say,   in season,   an Easter egg,   anywhere   in 
.school   or on   the   school  ground.     The 
others will have no  inkling of   the   object's 
location except  from s  map  indicating where 
it  is olsced.     The one  who  finds   the   object 
becomes     it. ihis gar.e  and   other varieties 
of  it may be  played with sides. 
A variety  of   "tre sure hunt" may be used 
if great complexity   is   desired.     Here   there 
is   a  series   of maps,   the   first showing where 
the   second map   is   found,   the   second where 
the  next  is   found,   and   so on,   until   the last 
map which  shows  where   the   "treasure"   is   found. 
The   first  who finds   the   "treasure"  becomes   "it 
for   the next game,   reconstructs   the maps,   and 
hides   them  and   the   'treasure....'1 
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Ey  acquainting  the child   with wa^s of  those 
things   with  which he   is   familiar,   by having 
him  actually make   these  representations  him- 
self,   and by having him play   games  with the 
aid  of maps,   the   child will  be   initiated  into 
this  useful   study  properly. ^8 
Familiarity with Geographic Terms 
A meaningfux  geography  vocabulary   is   definitely 
essential before  meaning can be  derived  fro™ maps.     As 
with  the  printed page,   the more experiences   the child 
cerri- s   to   the  map, the more he gets   from  it.     A ™ap 
vocabulary wouxd   Include   those   terms  already mentioned 
and  discussed:     the cardinal   directions—north,   south,   east, 
and west;   land and water forms--mountain,   continent,   lake 
river,   ocean,   etc.;   and   the   terms   map and globe. 
One   game  used by   the writer has been found very 
helpful   in fixing  the meaning of these  terms.     The   leader 
describes   a   certain geographical   term and   cans   on   so-eone 
to  guess  what  it   is.     If he  guesses  correctly, then he becomes 
the   leader.     A  variation wouid be   to have the pupil   locate 
the   term  in   the environment  or on  a  map   if the   term were   of 
such a nature   it  couxd be  located •or exatit>-i.e,   the leader 
might  say,   "I  am  the   only  true  representation of the  world 
W   at am I?"   or   "I  am  a great,   big,   saity body of water. 
What am  I? 
Another game will   indicate   the  children's under- 
standing of   the   comparative   sizes   of related  terms   such  as 
28.   Arthur C.   Selke,   "beginning Steps   in Map Study," 
Fducational   i ethod,   18:54,   October,   1953. 
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village,   town,   city;   branch,   creek,   river;   pond,   lake,   ocean; 
state,   country,   continent,   etc.     By   signs   agreed on by  the 
group,   the children   couid   indicate whether the feature called 
was  small,   medium,   or large   in  size. 
After   the  names  of specific rivers,   cities,   and states 
have been   learned,   the  parlor game,   "Fiver,   City State," may 
be used.      In  this   a  leader stards   before  the  group,   calls 
"Fiver,   City,   State,"  end   then  suddenly   says  one   of the  three 
es  he points   to a   pupil   to ra^e  whatever is   called before he 
counts   ten. 
Addressing envelopes   in language or writing  one's 
own address  should  give   rise  to   an   explanation   of   the 
difference between   the post office   and   the state. 
Throughout all   the   activities  mentioned  in   this 
section,   children may become   familiar with   the necessary 
geographic   terms. 
Seeing Views   or Pictures   of Cultural   Regions 
Throughout  the World 
It  is   impossible   for children to  travel   to   all   the 
regions   of  the  world  that will  be   found   on the globe   or  map. 
Pictures   then  become  the   basic laboratory material   in pre- 
senting  to the  child   concepts   of regions he   cannot see. 
Pictures   of places  mentioned  in   the   child's  reading or dis- 
cussion  will  give meaning to the   place when   its name   is used 
and   it   is located   on  the   globe  or map.     These pictures   should 
include:     plant 1 ife   in various   localities;   animal   adaptation 
to  various   climates;   bird  migration and   adaptation;   views  a 
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traveler might see of dry-wet lands, warm-cold lands, In- 
habited and uninhabited, snail bodies of water and large; 
homes in parts of the world and dress in different lands. 
Sequence pictures have the funny book appeal and are con- 
sidered good. The book, Our Earth, mentioned earlier in this 
chapter,   is   excellent. 
Understanding Simple  Scale of Measure 
Understanding   "what   is   in   the  mile behind  an   inch 
on   a map or globe "fe9     is   difficult   even  for adults.     Primary 
children need not know too much about   this.     Using various 
size globes  help   to convey   the   idea   that  the   globe  is merely 
a  representation  of   the earth and   its   size  depends  on   its 
use.     reports  have been made  that   third graders   gained  the 
elementary  facts  about  scaie by making maps   of   the   school- 
room,   using one   inch to  one foot,   and  then  of  the piayground 
and   the  town.   °» It   is   the writer's   opinion   that  it 
would be   an   advanced group that could   do   this   with any degrte 
of accuracy.     Thg Course  of Study   for Florida r-le-nentary 
Schools   suggests   step by   step procedure  for drawing the room 




29. Mamie L.  Anderzhon,   "^hat is   in  the   wile  behind 
an   Inch on   a Map  or Globe," Journal   of Geography,   44:288-95, 
October,   1945. 
30. For example,   Elizabeth Dudiey,   "Approach to Map 
Study,"  Journal   of Geography,   36:354-56,   December,   1937. 
31. For example,   Margie Clayton,    "The  Third  Grade 
Studies   .vaps,"   Instructor,   49:25,   October,   1940. 
32. Florida State  Department of Public   Instruction, 
op.   ci t.,   p.   380. 
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the use   of  the   scale ty comparisons   with pictures   of people.33 
Show   first  the  picture  of  the   whole   person.     Then show  only 
the head enlarged  greatly.     This   comparison couid   then be 
transferred   to  different  size  maps,   with the   explanation  that 
when   one   wishes  to see an area larger  than   it   can be shown   on 
a map of   the world,   for  instance,   the erea has  to be  put by 
itself.     The   children will need   to he   told   thst  the size   shown 
on  a   certain  map  does not always   indicate   its  actual   size. 
If   the   children  draw floor plans  of  the room  to   scale,   various 
sizes   should be  made   to show   that  the  same   thing  can   be   shown 
on  a  larger or smaller scale  than   the first one used. 
Understanding the Simple oyrrbols 
The  symbolic  langua e   of maps   begins  with   the   child's 
own  symbols  on pictorial  maps.     V/hen making a map of a farm, 
for   instance,   the   child  win   probably draw   in   the roads   as 
they would be  on a diagram,   but make  pictures   for the  house 
and barn.     Gradually   the   teacher may  show him the house   or 
barn might be   in   the way  of  other things  he wishes   to  show, 
and   the   shape   of   the buildings  mi-iht  he  used  instead  of  pic- 
tures.     If proper  visualization has been made, the  rectangle 
with the circle  on  the end will be translated  to mean   the 
barn and  silo. 
'lhe  colors  on   the  first globe snouxd  be   explained upon 
its   presentation.     Later the   various   land shapes   will mean 
33.  Elaine Forsyth,   "iv.ap Reading," Journal   of Geogra- 
phy,   42:327,   December,   1943. 
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specific   continets.     Whittemore34 says   the symbol   of a  city 
mi git be   introduced when  a city  is mentioned   in   the news   and 
the   children take an   imaginary  airplane   trip  to   the  city. 
If   in   their   imagination,   they   fly high enough, even a large 
city will  appear as   just  a dot   in   the   distance.     The  dot may 
then be placed   on the  globe  and allowed   to  remain  several 
days  before   the name of  the   city   is   written beside  it.     This 
eliminates  confusion  of  the  city's   location. 
Pictures should  be correlated with map symbols 
throughout  the work of the  grades,   not only   to 
help  in   the   introduction   of map  symbols,   but  also 
to check   and   test what meaning  such symbols  have 
for  the   child.     The   teachers of the   cxass  learning 
the   symbols for land and  water might point to the 
blue  on  the globe   and say,   "When you look at this 
blue on   the  globe   does   it make you think of this, 
or this,   or this?" showing   them   in   turn  pictures 
of a   farm,   a city,   and  an  ocean.35 
First maps  should have   a key explaining the   colors  and 
other symbols used.     Toward  the   end of the   third grade 
when   the continents   and   oceans   have  been   identified on 
the  map,   the  game   "Playing Guide" may be used. 
Let a pupil   choose  another to act as  guide 
on   a trip.     The guide   takes  his  place at   the 
map and   points out the   continents  and oceans 
as   they a.e   named by   the pupil  making the   trip. 
If he   is able   to   point out those   correctly, he 
chooses   a guide and   takes  a   trip.36 
Interest 
The most perfect methods  and techniques  of   teaching 
34. Katheryne  T. Whittemore,   "Learning to  Read Maps," 
Childhood Education,   14:175,   December,   1937. 
35. Ibid. 
36. Florida State  Department of Public  Instruction, 
op.   cit.,   p.   381. 
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are useless   without the   teacher.     Whether the map becomes   a 
valuable  and  fascinating  tool   of geography   to which the   child 
will   turn   as   he turns   to books  he likes,   or whether his   in- 
terest will  be  killed   in the   beginning is   determined   largely 
by  how   the primary teacher handles   his   first interest  in   the 
subject.     The   idea that  children do have   a definite  curiosity 
about maps   prevailed  throughout the   literature. 
Feeding Simple   Diagrammatic   ivaps 
Competence  in  reading simple   diagrammatic maps 
is closely  related to making  and using maps   and  the under- 
standing of  symbols   already  discussed.     Pictorial maps   are 
easily used by adults   and children,   but  the  Introduction of 
symbols   requires much practice.     One   first-grade   teacher told 
how   the mature  children  of her class  made   little  boats   and 
"traveled   on   the  water"  of  a  l/.ercator map,   naming   the places 
at which they   docked.     They made a   game   of i t  themselves. 
Conceptions   of Distances 
Vost  little children,   according to their  teachers, 
have very little conception   of  distances.     Familiarity  with 
a path makes   the  distance  seem shorter   than when   it was   first 
traveled.     The child may say   it is   just a little   way  to his 
home,   for  instance,   but  it may be   a  very long   trip  for  the 
tired  teacher  at the   end of  a busy  day.     If known  distances 
of one,   five,   or ten  miles   have been   traveled by   various  chil- 
dren,   then  comparative  distances  may be made   with piaces 
twice as   far   or three times   as   far  away.     A mile  walked  with 
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the  children will  give a  standard  for short distances.     The 
kinesthetic   sensations   involved   in experiencing  this unit 
of distance  would  increase  the child's   appreciation  of 
greater distances.     It would  probably mean even more  if  the 
mile could be visualized before   it  is walked;   if   the   teacher 
could   say,   "When  we waxk from here   to a   certain  landmark, 
we will   have walked a mile."    Noting  the   quarter and half 
mile posts   should be  a part  of this   visualized and walked 
mile.     A  child's  concept   of distance   is   determined  by his 
personal  experience with  it, whether walked or   transversed 
by wagon,   car or airplane. 
How   long  it takes   to go,   how long it  took a  relative 
to get   home   from a far away  place, or how many   days are   re- 
quired for a letter to reach a certain  destination may  have 
some meaning.     To children who   followed   a father from camp 
to camp  during the  war,   a long distance   may mean   recalling 
a very   tiresome  experience. 
Appreciation of Size   of World 
This  factor requires more understanding of distance 
than children can possibly  have.     Children with no   travel 
experience   are   shocked  to realize   their own   town  or state   is 
not the   greatest part of  the  world.    Some idea of   the  ex- 
panse   of   the world may grow  out of a post office unit  in 
which the spread  from the   local post  office   to the state, 
to   the   country, and  to the world   is made.     If third graders 
get the   concept  of a mile being  included in an   inch of a 
drawing  of  the   community,   the following fact might have 
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some  significance.     If a globe   could be made  with one   inch 
equaling one mile,   it would more   than cover a city block.37 
Picture  Maps 
Pictorial maps have   more meaning  for the   primary child 
than any   other kind.     They are more nearly  typical  of the 
conception   of maps young children express.     They may  be  made 
to   illustrate   real  or   imaginary journeys   or they may  be used 
only  as  wall  decorations.     Recently  the  writer noticed such 
a map   illustrating the   inside covers   of the  story of   "The 
Three Bears."     Stories   in which the characters   draw maps  for 
each other are   found   in   the books   for the  primary children. 
Even young children may draw   their own pictures   on maps   to 
show where vegetables   are  found  in  their community, for  in- 
stance . 
Concept of A Round Earth 
This   idea, as has already been pointed out,   is   pro- 
bably best developed  with the frequent use   of the  globe   in 
early  grades.     The oblique  orthographic map,   which resembles 
a  picture  of one side   of  the globe,   is often   the   only map 
given  to the   child until   the roundness   of the   earth is  firmly 
fixed   in his   mind.     The  oblique  or perspective   map gives  an 
excellent idea of how   the world would  look  to   "an  incredibly 
far-sighted man  poised  at an  altitude  of many thousand miles" t.38 
37. Marie L.   Anderzhon,   on.   clt.,   p.   291. 
38. Richard E.  Harrison,   "Perspective Maps—Harrison 
Atlas   Gives   Fresh New Look  to Old World," Life,   16:56, 
February     28,   1944. 
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Sites   say a   of   this : 
We venture  the  prediction that the   time   will 
come when no social   studies  or  geography text, 
designed for grades below  the   fifth,   will   contain 
any other kind  of map.     This   type   of map used 
along with the   free globe will   develop a 
spherical  concept  in the minds   of the  children 
so well   that  the   distorted  flat world map can 
be used   for the   purposes which it  can best 
serve without giving a wrong   idea  of  the  world 
to the  student.39 
Outline Map of State  and of  the United States 
Whether this   concept will be   taught  in the primary 
grades will  vary greatly with the   interests   of  the  children. 
One   third  grade learned  the names of  the  states;   the  direc- 
tions,   north,   south,   east, and west, and which   states  are 
located  in these sections,   the various markings which in- 
dicate   capitals  and  relative population   of   cities by pasting 
postmarks   on   a fifty-by-thirty-inch map  of the United States. 
Each   child wrote his   name   in every s tate  in which he  had 
visited and put a red circle   around   the postmark of the 
40 capital   cities. Tnis   is  an advanced  project for third 
graders   in  the opinion  of the writer.     Only  one  reference 
W8s found which  indicated   that children   should know   the 
shapes   of the state   in which they lived  and the  country, 
and no methods were   offered for developing these  concepts. 
No attempt has been made  to set a   value   for each 
of the  activities  discussed  in   this   study.     The fact that 
39. D.  E.  Sites,   "Some  Problems   of Map Publishers 
Related   to World War   II," Journal  of Geography,   44:148, 
April,   1945. 
40. Margaret H.   Simpson,   "Interest-Stimulating De- 
vice;   Learning the Map Thru Postmarks," Journal  of Geography, 
43:272,   October,   1944. 
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accounts  of   the  experiences  and  devices   mere   worthy of a 
place   ir,   the  professional  literature or   in  the opinions   of 
teachers  was   the  only determining factor  in   including  them   in 
this  research. 
CHAPTER  V 
CONCLUSIONS  AND  RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
In Chapter  I  the   title, "Anticipatory Experiences 
Leading  to  Competence with Formal   «aps." was   restated   in 
the questions: 
1. What  is   expected by  way of  competence  at  the 
end of the   third  grade? 
2. What competences  are  found  in the   first, 
second, and  third  graders? 
3. What experiences,   devices, and  insights   are 
helpful   in  securing  the desired  competences? 
4. What recommendations   can be made  in  the light 
of this   study? 
A survey of periodical  literature  since 1935,   inter, 
views   with   first,   second, and  third grade  children  and  their 
teachers;   and   the   offerings  of map companies revealed   the 
following   generalizations: 
1.   Some  inconsistencies   were  found in   the writings. 
For  example,   in condemning the  Mercator projection many 
writers used the  common  comparison of the   size  of Greenland 
with South  America.     One   says  Greenland   is   one seventh  the 
size  of South America;   another says   it is   one ninth and 
another one   tenth  its   size.     Actually Greenland   is  837,620 
square miles   in area and South America  is   6,846,000  square 
miles. • ■    - , 
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2. There   is much disagreement about the polar map 
fad versus   the toercator  projection.     One  writer suggests 
unity of   the   two   polar hemispheric maps   and Mercator's  as 
the solution.     Several   authorities  believe it should be 
excluded   by Ian  from the   classroom. 
3. All  writers   on the subject  agree   that   while  one 
can  take  a bear's  skin and make   a  flat  rug,   one   can never 
take a  spherical   earth and map  it on flat paper without   dis- 
tortions.      "Every good map like   every  work  of  literature 
tells   at  least one  truth." 
4. There   are many articles   expressing the map-minded- 
ness  of the general public and suggesting better   teaching 
practices   as  evidenced in the  573  articles   surveyed   for  this 
study. 
5. iv.ost writers stress the elevation of geography to 
the secondary level of education. Few writers are cognizant 
of the keen curiosity of children under  ten years  of age. 
6. Several   tests   of  children's  misconceptions  of maps 
and deficiencies   in  essential map   competences  have been made 
in upper  grades   and remedial  programs   were   suggested. 
7. Few  studies   have been made   to prevent   these mis- 
conceptions   by  proper pre-map training. 
8. Most writers   suggest  chixdren's making  simple 
maps   of a known  area as   an  initial   step. 
9. The  project problem or   simplified globe  is   rec- 
ommended for   the  first global   contact. 
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10. The use of  the  oblique   orthographic map   or a 
modification of  it  is   the  starting point  in third grade 
reference   books. 
11. Cartohypnosis   is  common  in  innocent adults. 
Children  should learn at an early  age  that not  everything 
on a map  is   accurate. 
12. The   teacher who presents  maps   without preliminary 
teaching of the map skills   is   to biame  for   the   "Awl   Geography'." 
instead of  the   "Ah!  Geographyl"  attitude,   failure, and   adult 
indifference   to   the stories maps  may   teach. 
13. Parents may  share   in contributions   to map training. 
Eecommendations 
In  the light  of the  foregoing conclusions   the 
following recommendations are made   to  teachers   in  the 
primary  grades: 
1. The  cardinal  directions  should be taught  in 
the   first  grade   and  reviewed each time the child  changes 
classrooms.     This should be   done   in relation  to the  sun 
shadows   at noon or  in relation  to  the rising  and  setting 
sun.     Games  and  other activities may   be used  to fix this 
learning. 
2. Much critical  observation should be done in  the 
immediate  environment, noting  the causes  and   simpxe relation- 
ships   of   the   various   features   in  the  landscape. 
3. Every primary   classroom should be   equipped with 
a  twelve-inch,cradle   type  globe.     Children's   questions   about 
it should be   answered.     It should be  handled,   written  on, 
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and   talked about as   the need   arises   in  the many phases  of 
the primary curriculum.     Its use   should  precede map study. 
4. Meny simple  maps,   made by   the   children  alone 
and with the   teacher's   guidance,   should be used in  the 
primary grades.     Reasons   for   their use should be clearly 
determined. 
5. A  simple  geographic  vocabulary developed   through 
observation on   field  trips,   with the   aid  of pictures   or   other 
media,is   essential   to  children about   to enter   the   study  of 
formal  maps. 
6. Many pictures of cultural regions throughout 
the world should be used to help children visualize the 
parts   of the world   they cannot see   in reality. 
7. In the third grade the simplest introduction 
may be made to the scale of measure. Drawing the floor 
plan  of the   classroom is perhaps   the  easiest  way to do  this. 
8. Symbolism on maps   should be   introduced as   care- 
fully   as the   first grade  teacher prepares the  child   for   the 
symbolism of   the printed page.    No symbol   should be intro- 
duced until  the child has   a visualized   concrete   image for 
it and until   the need   for it arises. 
9. Primary   teachers  should be alert  to the many 
opportunities   when maps and   globes   can be used   to stimulate 
interest   in  their study. 
10. Concepts of distance should be built up from 
group experience with walked distances. Otherwise, this 
understanding  will  vary with each child's  experience  of it. 
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11. The feeling   of sphericity  and the  vast expanse 
of  the  earth's   surface   should come  through   contacts   with 
the   globe  and a knowledge  of distance. 
12. Extreme  care  should be  exercised  in giving  the 
child his first commercial map.     Map readiness   should be 
anticipated and pre-map skills  developed.     If   this has  not 
been   done   in   the first three grades,   the   fourth-grade   teacher 
should   present the map-readiness   elements before expecting 
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APPENDIX 
APPENDIX A 
PRIMARY  GRADE  ACTION   SONGS   FOR 
MASTERING  GEOGRAPHIC  DIRECTIONS 
By Vesta Keeton,   Training School,  Nebraska Wesleyan University 
NOTE.     In  singing  these songs,   the  children  shoux d face  in  the 
successive   directions  and either mark  time   as   they sing or 
point  in   the  direction,   or both,   or as   otherwise   indicated. 
Sing both  indoors  and  out. 
Here we go to'rd   the Northland cold, 
Northland   cold,  Northland cold. 
Here  we go  to'rd  the Northland cold 
Where   Santa Claus  labors  and never grows   old. 
Then  off we go to  the East  so bright, 
East so bright,   East   so bright. 
Then off we  go to  the East so bright 
Where  the   sun  comes up at   the   end of night. 
Next to  the South where   the  sun  is high, 
Sun  is high,   sun  is  high. 
Next  to  the  South where  the  sun  is high, 
And shadows   creep  to  our heels   so nigh. 
Now  off to   the West where   the sun goes   down, 
Sun  goes  down,   sun goes  down. 
Now off  to   the West where   the   sun goes  down, 
And the   sky  puts   on   it a golden  crown. 
Away we   skip,   away.     Bow   to  the North, 
Salute   the South,   and wave   to   the East. 
Away   we  skip,   away.     Come   wave   to  the West, 
Then North,   South,   East,   and West. 
The North is  where   the white bear lives. 
Prom East   the   Giant Panda came. 
Down South in  trees   the monkeys   climb. 
Out West  the big brown bears recline. 
72 
Come bring the   sleigh bells here,   Jingle north we go 
Get   the  sleigh and reindeer out,   ready   for the   snow 
When   at 
And see 
the Esst   we'll  leave—a'load of toys  so new, 
if all   the children   there  are happy children   too. 
Chorus 
Jingle bells,   jingle bells,   jingxe worth we  go, 
er, Play Santa Claus   the  whole   world o 
while  sliding on  the snow. 
Jingle bells,   jingle bells,   jingle ail   the way 
What fun  to carry loads   of  toys North, 
South,   East,   West each day. 
Then  travel   to   the South,   making long stops   there, 
See  children  smile   and bid us stay to give  toys 
We'll  hurry,   hurry West, 
They need  such toys   as 
they're waiting for us 
others like and ail good 
Chorus 
everywhere, 
too; 
children do, 
